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Abstract
Along with the technological developments and increasing competition there is a
major incentive for the companies to produce and market high quality products before
their competitors. In order to conquer a bigger portion of the market share companies
have to ensure the quality of the product in a shorter time frame. To accomplish this
task companies try to automate their test processes as much as possible. It is critical
to investigate and understand the problems that occur during different stages of test
automation processes. This thesis is conducted as a case study and presents challenges
regarding automatically analysing non-functional test results and provide improvement
suggestions based on interviews at a large company in Sweden. The key contributions
of this work are filling the knowledge gap in research for the performance regression test
analysis automation and providing warning signs and a road map for the industry.
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1
Introduction
Software testing is an important part of the software development process. It is primarily
aimed to prevent faults and to guarantee a decent level of behaviour for the software
product [4]. Software testing is a significant component of the software engineering
studies, as the testing phase can usually take more than 40% of development efforts, and
can consume even more time and effort for the systems where reliability is critical [34].
Despite its importance, software testing is also one of the least understood parts of the
development process [58], and it remains as an important study area within computer
science discipline [34].
Over the years, testing has become a serious challenge for software companies and
these challenges are only getting more difficult as software products become more sophisticated [58]. Higher expectations of the customers have resulted in a higher demand
for software products not only with more functionality, but also with more quality. To
make sure the system is performing up to standards with the additional functionality,
performance regression testing is required in addition to conventional functional regression testing [18]. Performance regression test runs usually take hours to days and create
hundreds of performance indicators for a given system [18]. Once analysed, these indicators can give valuable information about how the system is performing in real life
settings and if it is going to meet customers’ expectations.
Analysing performance indicators can be difficult for companies developing complex
products. Manual detection of performance regression is not efficient and error-prone
due to the large volume of data that is analyzed and the limited knowledge of testers
about the tested system [18]. Nowadays, while some companies rely on manual, and
therefore time consuming and error-prone, approaches for analyzing performance regression tests [18], others try to automate this analysis process in order to save time and
shift their employees into more critical areas where they can produce more value to the
company. Automation of this analysis process is challenging, but it is usually the only
choice for some companies, as the alternative can be impossible. Also, in a continuous
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integration setting, which most of the organizations either adopted or trying to adopt,
testing should be run continuously [13]. Due to the limited infrastructure and available data, performance regression testing, in contrast to functional regression testing,
lacked research interest from the academia and only few studies have been conducted
concerning about this research area [18].
In order to address this gap in literature, a case study was conducted at an international company that is based in Sweden. The goals of this research are to investigate
the challenges which occur during performance regression test analysis automation and
suggest possible improvements for these challenges. The company decided to use a tool
called Verdict System to help with the automation process and this tool will also be one
of the focal points to investigate within this thesis study. During the research different
data collection methods were used; static and dynamic analysis of the system, interviews, workshops and document studies. Collected data is then analysed to understand
the challenges surrounding the problem domain in both the case company and other
companies and offer improvements over the current systems that are in use.
The thesis is structured as follows: the next chapter presents the background and the
related work in the field. Chapter 3 describes the case company and Chapter 4 explains
the research methodology. The results of this study are presented in the Chapter 5.
Chapter 6 presents the discussions and finally, Chapter 7 covers the conclusion and
future work.

2

2
Background
This chapter presents relevant background information about the study, as well as related
work done in the area.

2.1
2.1.1

Background
Software Testing

While software testing is the process of execution of a program with the intent of finding
errors [52], it can also involve the process aimed at assess the capability of a software
system and determine that the system meets the required results [24]. Software testing
is a crucial step to ensure a certain level of performance and the quality of the software
system. Testing is an important part of the software development and more than half
of the development time is spent in testing [43].
Different types of errors can occur throughout the software systems, such as specification errors, design errors and statement errors. In order to find and address errors of all
these types, there are several software testing techniques that can be used. Among these
techniques are black-box testing, white-box testing, grey-box testing as well as functional
and non-functional testing [52]. Within this thesis work, focal point of attention will be
non-functional testing.

2.1.2

Regression Testing

According to Ghiduk, Girgis, and Abd-Elkawy [20] regression testing is the practice of
validating the changed software to assure that the modified parts perform as intended
and the remaining parts have not been adversely affected by the changes.
Software is modified for several reasons, including bug fixing, functionality enhancement and configuration changes. These modifications are made both during development
and after deployment [20]. The purpose of regression testing is to ensure that changes
3
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such as those mentioned above have not introduced new software bugs, called regressions, in existing functional and non-functional areas of a system. This type of software
testing is usually performed by re-running all the previous test cases, which is one of the
most expensive and time-consuming activities that increases by size and complexity of
software [30]. Brooks [7] has stated that, due to new bugs that are introduced to the
system, program maintenance requires extensive system testing. In theory, every test
case has to be run again after each fix to make sure the system has not been damaged
by the changes. In practice this type of regression testing can only approximate to the
theory as it becomes very costly to execute every test after each new change in the system. [7] Because regression testing is expensive, different techniques have been studied
to reduce its cost. One such technique is called test cases reduction, which permanently
eliminates test cases from the test suite. Another one is test cases prioritization, which
orders the test cases by certain measures. A third one is test cases selection, which seeks
to select test cases that are relevant to some set of recent changes [30].

2.1.3

Non-functional Testing

Non-functional testing is the testing of a system for its non-functional requirements,
which means testing how a system operates. Network bandwidth requirements, CPU
usage, available disk space, and memory usage can be considered among most typical
resources that need to be evaluated [53]. The goal of this type of testing is usually
performance bottleneck identification and performance comparison and evaluation [43].
As a result of the overlap in scope between different non-functional requirements, the
names of many non-functional tests are usually used interchangeably. For instance,
software performance is a wide-ranging term that includes a lot of specific requirements
such as scalability and reliability. Non-functional testing includes, for example: usability
testing, security testing and recovery testing [37].

2.1.4

Test Automation

As reported by Ieshin, Gerenko, and Dmitriev [26], test automation is using software
to control the execution of tests, test result analysis, test set ups and other test control
and reporting functions. A few software testing tasks, for example extensive low-level
interface regression testing, might be burdensome and time consuming to perform manually. In addition, some classes of defects might not always be effective to find by using
a manual approach. Test automation can be considered to perform these types of testing
effectively. Automated tests that have been implemented are able to be executed rapidly
and repeatedly. Usually, automating regression testing of software products that have
to be maintained for a long time, will result in cost- and resource-savings. Polo et al.
[44] have stated that testing takes up between 30 and 60 percent of all life-cycle cost,
depending on critically and complexity of the product. Therefore, it is important to
control and reduce test costs. This in combination with the fact that testing is vital and
cannot simply be ignored, test automation is essential [44]. Also, test automation plays
a key role together with the continuous integration practice when it comes to achieve
4
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frequent delivery of working software as well as continuous attention to good design and
quality [26].

2.1.5

Performance Testing and Performance Analysis

Software performance testing is about the assessment of how the system can be expected
to perform, usually from the perspective of the user [57]. By applying performance
testing, information about the system’s performance can be extracted. These values can
later be compared to performance requirements of the users in order to understand if
the system meets the expectations.
Even though the performance testing is an important aspect for many large industrial projects, there is a weakness in published work describing approaches to software
performance testing [57]. There has not been any significant advance on performance
testing and the tools available for software testing has been also limited [12]. In many
cases, performance degradations and difficulties in handling required system throughput
are the major source of problems, as opposed to system crashes [57]. Often, these software systems have gone through extensive functionality testing but lacked testing about
assessing the expected performance [57]. Therefore, it can be said that in order to ensure
the required performance level for a software system, software systems have to undergo
extensive performance testing.
On the other hand, the goal of performance analysis is to evaluate the quantitative
behaviour of a system by extensively analyzing its structure and behaviour, from design
to code [8]. It involves comprehensive investigation on quantitative behaviour for each
different aspect of the software system. Depending on the phase of the development
where it is applied, performance analysis has to target different goals [8].
Traditional software development methods usually focus on software correctness, and
only act on non-functional problems in the later stages of development process [8]. Fixing non-functional problems can require considerable changes at any stage of software
lifecycle [8], but this particular development style frequently brings large-sized projects
to failure [22]. Non-functional validation consists of checking if the system meets nonfunctional requirements at any stage of the software lifecycle, through analysis of the
produced artifacts [8].
Since analysis and testing activities are closely associated, they are often confused
with each other [36]. A software test analysis is an activity that produces information
about the system under test [36]. A test case on the other hand has a pass or a fail
result based on this information [36]. For example, in case of a web browser, a certain
webpage address has been entered into the addressed bar. After the enter key has been
pressed it took 2 seconds to display the webpage on the browser. These activities are
analysis. A test case, for example, can contain two fields; the address (test case input)
and 3 seconds (expected time to load the webpage). If the browser takes more than 3
seconds to load, the test case would be a fail result, otherwise it will be a pass result.

5
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Test Oracles

A test oracle checks whether the result of executing a program using a test is right or
not. The construction of an oracle can be made through plenty of techniques, including
monitoring user-defined assertions when test execution is running, manually specifying
expected outputs for every test and confirming if the outputs match those generated by
some reference implementation, for instance, an executable model [55].
One of the well-known challenges in software testing is called the “test oracle problem”. It is about differentiating the desired, correct behaviour from potentially incorrect behaviour of the System Under Test (SUT). Through test oracle automation, this
challenge will consume less time to perform and therefore result in greater overall test
automation. Without test oracle automation, a bottleneck will occur where the human
has to manually decide if observed behaviour is correct. The research in the area of
test oracles is mainly about techniques for oracle automation, including modelling, specifications, metamorphic testing and contract-driven development. In contrast to these
techniques, the human is the final source of test oracle information. The reason behind
this is that the human may be aware of informal specifications, norms, expectations and
domain specific information that bring informal oracle guidance. Increasing benefit and
minimizing cost are two challenges that are associated with all kinds of test oracles,
including the human [3].
According to Barr et al. [3], there are four major approaches to the solution of the test
oracle problem. Test oracles can be specified, derived, built from implicit information
or there is no automated oracle available, but it is still possible to reduce the human
effort. With specified test oracles, a specification language is the notation for defining
the test oracle that judges the behaviour of SUT according to the formal specification
[3]. Solutions then depend on the degree of abstraction and on the implementation of
the system under test. Gaudel [19] stated that a successful test driver is not guaranteed
by the existence of a formal specification. A derived test oracle uses different artefacts
such as documentation or system executions to judge a system’s behaviour. Derived test
oracles are usually chosen when specified test oracles are unavailable [3]. An implicit
test oracle relies on general knowledge that is true in almost every case such as “buffer
overflows and segmentation faults are nearly always errors” to assess SUT’s behaviour
and since it is not domain specific it can be applied to nearly all programs [3]. Since
implicit test oracle only evaluates limited aspect of the SUT it can only be considered as
a partial solution. The first three solutions require a kind of artifact which serves as the
core for a full or a partial oracle. As these artifacts are seldom found in industrial settings
either due to difficulty of applicability or lack of coverage, out of these four solutions,
the last one, human oracle is the most commonly used one in the industry. With human
oracles, since there is no artifact available to verify the correct behaviour of the SUT,
the responsibility belongs to human testers. At this point, software engineering tries
to investigate possible ways of reducing the work required and automate the process as
much as it is possible.
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Verdicts and Verdict System

A verdict is one of the three possible statements, ”pass”, ”fail” or ”inconclusive”, that is
given as a result of how the SUT performs according to standards set in a test case. [27]
The verdict pass indicates that the observed behaviour matches the specification and
the test objective has been reached. The verdict fail means that the observed behaviour
is a failure and is not consistent with the specification. The verdict inconclusive is used
when no failures have been observed, but the test objective has not been reached. For
instance, if a test case has to set up a connection over an unstable channel in order to
test a specific application and it fails to set up a connection then this does not represent
a failure but also does not test the application [25].
A special form of a test oracle is the verdict machine which is the object of our case
study. A verdict machinery determines if the results of executing a program using a
test case has been passed or not or results are inconclusive. The verdict system can be
considered as a combination of a human test oracle and a script which compares the test
results with the expected output. It was stated by Barr et al. [3] that, in many cases, as
it was the same situation with the case company, there was not a specified, derived or
implicit oracle available that helped with the automation, so verification of the correct
behavior of SUT was a human responsibility. A verdict system was created and later
developed by the department in order to reduce the overload on testers, which succeeded
initially. However, as time passed and verdict system has become a central tool, which
testers within the department relied upon, several new problems arose. Witnessing the
verdict system in its initial steps provided the opportunity to observe the challenges of
test analysis and test result validation automation in real life settings through this case
study.

7

3
Case Company
This chapter narrates the case company and case department where the study was done.
First, a general information about the company is presented. A detailed outlook to the
case department is shown and finally the chapter ends with a description of the tools
within the domain.

3.1

Case Company Description

The case company is a multinational provider of communications technology and services.
The company offers services, software and infrastructure in information and communications technology for telecom operators and other industries. This infrastructure includes
traditional telecommunications, Internet Protocol (IP) networking equipment, mobile
and fixed broadband, operations and business support solutions, cable TV and IPTV
as well as video systems and an extensive services operation. According to the annual
report for 2014, the company’s current position is number one in mobile infrastructure,
OSS and BSS, telecom services and TV platforms. The company has also the number
one position in the LTE market share in the world’s 100 largest cities. Other company
facts include 37,000 patents, 180 countries with customers and 118,000 employees.

3.2

Evolved Packet Gateway

Number of smartphones and smart mobile devices is rapidly increasing globally and
it is expected the be over 3.7 billion by 2017 [14]. These devices enabled users to
connect to internet everywhere within a network connection and this recent phenomenon
resulted with customers demanding high quality broadband. This demand for a network
service that provides high availability, high speed and low latency resulted in stricter
non-functional requirements, low number of errors and consistency from the product at
the case company.
8
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In order to meet high expectations of the customer, case company has set customer
requirements accordingly. As a result of high demands, understanding how the product is
performing based on its scalability, capacity and similar criteria is critical to the success
of the department and therefore, at the EPG department, all products, services and new
functionalities are tested thoroughly.
The Evolved Packet Gateway (EPG) is a component of Evolved Packet Core, which
provides a solid foundation for delivering mobile data services [15], and it is developed
to be a critical part of LTE networks. EPG as a product can be valuable for service
providers, as they can use it as a gateway between their mobile packet core network and
the Internet [15].
EPG system at the case company is a complex product that achieves to offer high
scalability, performance and availability to the service providers. In order to keep the
high standards that the customers expect with the product, each new build has to
periodically go through extensive testing phases. These daily, weekly and monthly tests
cover certain areas and guarantee that the product is performing up to certain standards.
Performance degradations with a certain extension to the product can hinder the level
of quality and result in customer loss for the company. To prevent losing revenue, test
phases have to inform the department in case of lower efficiency, higher upkeep and other
potential inadequacies.

3.3

Verdict System at the Case Company

The verdict system used at the Evolved Packet Gateway at the case company is a
computer script to automatically analyzes test results. It can analyze a large number of
test results within seconds and its purpose is to accelerate the analysis in order to cover
more testing with the same amount of testers. The system is written in the Python
programming language and has a simple loosely coupled design which makes it easy to
extend the automatic analysis, see Figure 3.1.
Given a set of checkpoints, the verdict system analyzes a test case and for each
checkpoint it returns a result of either pass or fail. If all checkpoints have passed, then
the corresponding test case has passed too. A test case is a class which has methods to
read log files containing test results, in the form of Key Performance Indicators (KPIs),
also called performance counters, generated by the test execution. There are hundreds
of different KPIs that measure different properties of the SUT, for example CPU and
memory utilization as well as throughput. A checkpoint is an interface which has method
signatures that have to be implemented with specific test definitions. Various checkpoints
exist which test various quality attributes, including capacity, robustness and stability.
Checkpoints are also of different types regarding how they are constructed. One type
is when a checkpoint compares its KPIs with the corresponding pre-defined threshold
values and another type is when a checkpoint compares its KPIs with the KPIs from
previous test executions. The former type determines whether the properties of the SUT
fulfill the specified non-functional requirements, whereas the latter type aims to search
for performance degradations.
9
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Figure 3.1: Architecture of the verdict system used at the EPG department

A typical flow of the process is as follows: First, analyze function takes two arguments
as inputs; a test case object and a list of checkpoints. The checkpoints are created by
system testers and contain information about which KPIs within the test cases have to
be analyzed (prerequisites) and what values are required to get a PASS verdict. The
function then decides if checkpoints are valid and performing up to standards based on
the test case attributes. Finally, it prints the results on the screen and stores them in
the database.
An example of how a capacity test case is handled through the verdict system has
been given below. There are three main categories for capacity test cases; payload, PDP
(Packet Data Protocol) and signalling. A payload test case will be the basis of this
example. Even though these test runs are usually done automatically it is also possible
to configure and run them manually. For this example latter approach has been chosen
to demonstrate a clear and explicit process. An example of a final verdict has been
shown in Figure 3.2.
As the first step the product which the test is going to be run on is selected. The
product in this case is the EPG component that provides GSM, LTE and WCDMA
connectivity between multiple users and Packet Data Networks (PDN) such as Internet
and LAN. Secondly, a capacity payload test case which the product is going to be
evaluated and graded upon has to be chosen. The payload test cases usually include
requirements about the maximum rate of successful message delivery over the system
under test. This rate is also called throughput. The test cases hold information about
10
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Figure 3.2: Log file of a successful final verdict

what needs to be tested, how it has to be tested and in which environment it has to be
tested on. If a tester tries to run a test case on an incompatible product, the test would
not be executed. After correctly choosing the test case and the node, the test is finally
executed. The test runs produce a great quantity of data for testers to investigate which
can create a bottleneck within the testing process. This is where the verdict system
helps the department by providing a summary of the most critical pieces of information
produced by the test run. It takes the requirements stated in the test case definitions
and scans through all available logs to get the necessary information and presents its
findings to the tester. In a typical payload test case, requirements are usually about
having a minimum level of throughput, having a limited degradation in throughput
and not having core dumps or unexpected error messages. The accepted degradation
levels are set by object responsibles in collaboration with and tested accordingly, but in
some cases, such as test runs with core dumps and environment problems which will be
covered in Results section, the verdict system becomes unreliable to give a verdict on
degradation. If these requirements are met, which means that the system was able to
produce a high level of throughput that is above the requirements and not below of a
certain level of the previous test runs while not having any unexpected errors, the verdict
system prints out in a log file that each requirement is passed. In case a requirement
is not met, the verdict system still shows that while other requirements are met, due
to system not performing up to standards for one requirement, that test case is failed.
The verdict system goes through the logs and looks for keywords, such as ”ERRORS”
and ”Value”. Once these data pieces are compared to previously stated requirements the
verdict system makes a verdict and prints out the result as a log file. It is then tester’s
responsibility to make sense of the verdict and to decide if the test is really passed or
not.
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4
Method
This chapter describes the purpose and the methodology of the conducted research.
First, the research questions are presented. Then, research method is explained, followed
by the descriptions of data collection and data analysis approaches.

4.1

Research Questions

The purpose of this study is to understand the challenges surrounding automatically
analysing non-functional regression test results and propose possible solutions to these
problems. In order to achieve these goals, the following research questions are addressed:
• RQ1. What are the major challenges of automatically analysing non-functional regression test results?
• RQ2. How can the automation of non-functional regression test analysis be improved
with regard to accuracy and usability?

4.2

Research Method

A case study approach was adopted as the research method for this study. The necessity
of examining challenges that occur during the automation of non-functional regression
test analysis and exploring possible solutions in the real-world setting was the main reason for choosing this approach over other methodologies. A case study allows researchers
to study the phenomena in its natural environment, thus understand how it interacts
with the context [48]. Moreover, it is well suited for software engineering research, as
the phenomena is difficult to study in isolation [48].
According to classification by Robson [45], there are four kinds of purposes for research; exploratory, descriptive, explanatory and improving. The purpose of this study
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is a combination of exploratory and explanatory, as the aim is to discover the challenges
in this field in industry, describe them and offer possible solution suggestions to these
issues. Qualitative research method was chosen because it is exploratory and particularly useful when the researchers do not know the important variables to examine [9].
Furthermore, if a phenomenon needs to be understood because little research has been
done on it, which was the case with the subject of this study, it will be beneficial to
select a qualitative research method [9].

4.3

Data Collection

It is stated by Sapsford and Jupp [49] that measured data has to be in correlation with
the arguments that are made in the thesis and any conclusion that is drawn at the
end of the study. In order to answer research questions of a study, the data has to
be collected first. There are different methods of collecting data and they have their
advantages and disadvantages. To limit these negative aspects of each data collection
method, data triangulation was used for this study. Triangulation method, which is the
use of at least two methods to address the same problem, can be used to ensure that the
most comprehensive method is used to solve the research problem [41]. Triangulation
method can also be helpful for researchers to improve the accuracy of their perception
of a problem by collecting different kinds of data about the same research domain [29].
Considering all of these points, it was decided to use a combination of multiple data
collection methods for this thesis; interviews, workshops, document studies and analysis
of the system, as all of them would be beneficial in different aspects.
Understanding what the precise nature of the encountered issue at the case company
was the first goal of the study. A better validation system for test results with better
accuracy and more friendly user interaction were stated as the expectations by the case
company, but it was necessary to conduct further investigation to understand the root
causes for these goals. In order to achieve these initial goals, several interviews were
made within the case company, as well as other companies. Data gathered was critical
to understand the underlying causes of the difficulties faced within the domain and shape
future suggestions that were supposed to be presented in the end to the case company.
Interviews with other departments and companies presented valuable data to discover
how to make this study be applicable to different companies and cases, hence generalizing
it.
During the course of the study, the researchers have attended multiple workshops
that were held by the case company, several interviews have been conducted, the system
was analysed and the online and written documentation was scanned through. These
four methods were not only provided insights about the research questions, but they also
helped the researchers to gather enough technical knowledge that they may lack about
the tools used within the case company and industry.
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Document Study

Documentation that was available at the case department’s online archives was studied
as one of the first steps to improve the knowledge about the domain. Studying documentation can serve as an introduction to the software and the team [33], and it was used
as an initial step to understand the domain and the case department. The information
which was found as a result of these inquiries is carefully studied and analysed. Apart
from the department’s own documentation, an online enquiry about test result validation systems was made. The lack of consensus about the terminology for the subject was
first discovered during the application of this method and several topics with different
keywords are used to find more information about the subject.
As a result, all of the documents, academic papers, books and workshop summaries
about test oracles, regression testing, test validation and non-functional testing that
were studied within this method helped lowering the gap between the knowledge available
about the subject and the current state of information about the systems the researchers
had. It was also noted that the lack of agreement about the certain keywords had to be
considered during the course of the thesis work.

4.3.2

Interviews

Interviews were the most time consuming part during the early stages of the study and
they served as an introductory stage to both the domain and the case department.
Interviews are an effective way of exploring how participants experience [51], and
it is because of this reason they are used at the beginning of the study. The lack of
knowledge about the domain and obligation to understand why and how the problem is
affecting the employees, as well as the business itself, made it critical to resort gathering
employees’ opinions about the procedures about the way of working and other technical
details. Even though interviews are not good for eliciting data, they can be used for
gathering opinions, goals and procedures [50], and in order to analyze the origination
of this problem and its effects on the business flow, interviews were held initially, and
before constructing a prototype or a solution for it.
Semi-structured interviews were selected as the interview method to follow. Since
semi-structured interviews allow for improvisation and exploration [48], it was possible to
have a core set of questions that enabled interviewees give insight about their individual
perspectives. The questions are constructed in a way to gain most about the possible
answers to research questions.
A typical interview takes around 45-60 minutes and begins with an introduction of
the subject and researchers to the interviewee. After this introduction sound recording
device is turned on and it begins to record the conversations. The researchers can
take notes during the interview, or take pictures if interviewee decides to explain a
phenomenon with the help of the board. After the interview, a short brief has been
made and interviewee is thanked for the input. After the interview is completed, the
transcript has to be written and later analysed. This analysis will eventually result in
findings. Apart from one interview, which was done in a premise of another company,
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all interviews are conducted in case company’s campus. Out of 11 interviews that were
conducted in case company’s campus, 3 of them were done remotely and Microsoft Office
Lync tool was used as the communication device.
The problem, goals and expectations had to be understood clearly at the beginning
of the study. Several meetings were held together with the test architects, who were also
the supervisors for the thesis work, to make sure that a common ground has been found.
Discussions with the test architects also included topics such as;
• How does architecture of the verdict system work?
• What are the most complained issues about verdict system?
• Who should be interviewed at the department to get the most knowledge out of the
verdict system?
• Who should be interviewed at the other departments that can provide an outsider
look towards the department, but still have relevant experience with the subject?
• Who should be interviewed at other companies which can use similar tools with complexity such as EPG?
During the meetings with the test architects, it became evident that while the goals
of the project were clear, understanding the context of the problem itself was not. The
initial goals for the study as they were stated in the job description can be summarized as
further improving the verdict system with respect to its accuracy and usability. However,
the underlying aspects of the problem domain were challenging to grasp, and even when
they are understood, they were difficult to explain in a formal context. In order to
overcome this deficit several interviews with subjects both from the case department
and outside were conducted. As a result of this study the architecture of the verdict
system and how it works were understood.
In total, there were 12 interviews that had been held with the people who had various
levels of experience, knowledge and background. The interview subjects can be divided
into 3 major groups according to their places of work;
• Case department at the case company
• Other departments at the case company
• Other companies
This distinction benefitted the study in differentiating how each individual person
from each group can provide particular collection of information due to their diversity
and proximity to the problem domain.
The reason why the majority of the interviews were at the case company was that this
study aims to, especially during the initial phases, understand the challenges regarding
the verdict system at the case company and then, later, improve it combining this
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Company

Department

Interview Title
number

Experience

Case Company

Case Department

1

Function Tester

10+

Case Company

Case Department

1

Systems developer

10+

Case Company

Case Department

1

Software
signer

de-

10+

Case Company

Case Department

2

Systems
ager

man-

Case Company

Case Department

3

Systems Tester

7

Case Company

Case Department

3

Software developer

10+

Case Company

Case Department

3

Verification engineer

7

Case Company

Case Department

4

Consultant

10+

Case Company

Case Department

5

System test specialist

10+

Case Company

Case Department

6

Line manager

10+

Case Company

Other Departments

7

Line manager

10+

Case Company

Other Departments

7

Developer

10+

Case Company

Other Departments

7

Developer

8

Case Company

Other Departments

8

I&V discipline
driver

10+

Other Company 1

9

Quality assurance engineer

9

Other Company 2

10

Chief lead for
continuous integration and test
governance

10+

Other Company 3

11

Technical
pert

7

Other Company 4

12

System engineer

Table 4.1: Information about interview subjects
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information with the additional data gathered from other sources. Table 1 contains the
titles of all the people that have been interviewed, the names of the departments they
belong to and the names of the companies where they are employed.
First group, case department at case company had the most information about the
system and its problems. Employees were more experienced with the system at hand,
familiar with the expectations and results. Having a day-to-day involvement with the
system can be beneficial and any kind of struggles can be extorted during the interviews.
Since people in this group knew more about the problems and had familiarity with the
researchers, a consensus on the terminology can be reached and introduction phase of
the interview and explanation of the problem can be kept to the minimum. Due to
familiarity with the verdict system and expected improvements, information about what
aspects of the system was underperforming or up to standards could have been extracted
from employees within this group. Any kind of comments about expectations, possible
improvements and plans for the future, as well as more information about how the system
works and how it actually should work were also gathered from this group’s subjects.
Interviews with employees from other companies can provide distinct insights and
outsider point-of-view. It was not known whether the same problem was encountered
at the other companies, and if so the reasoning or prevention behind this situation can
be studied. There are several questions that can be answered only by people outside of
case company, such as if there are any company specific terminology being used for the
same problem.
The interviews with the people from the case company who are outside of the case
department can provide the characteristics of previous two interview groups. While these
employees are not from the same department, they can still provide information that is
company specific, and at the same time they can contribute knowledge from a different
perspective.

4.3.3

Static and Dynamic Analysis of the System

The case system, as well as the source code, at the case department was also made
available to use, investigate and test upon. The so-called verdict system is an application
that is used by the testers to reduce the work significantly and help them analyse and
find the cause of certain problems. The system was first created in 2013, as an idea
by another thesis work, and then programmed into what it is today. The application is
programmed in Python programming language and information about how the system
should be used can be found online at the portal of the department. Since the application
was an offline tool, meaning using it would not in any way affect the department, it was
safe to use it with different configurations.
The system takes a log file of the test results as the input, and according to expected requirements, creates a verdict that can reduce the work into seconds that would
otherwise can take hours done manually. The researchers were able to get a first-hand
interaction with the application and run it with several different inputs and cases. This
interaction gave a different perspective to the researchers and helped them to understand
the difficulties users can face while using the program.
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Workshops

During the course of the study, researchers have attended several workshops that were
being held by the case company. The workshops took 2 to 4 hours and were attended
by both researchers at the case company campuses. Each workshop covered different
grounds which provided the opportunity to understand distinct aspects of the department
which the thesis work was being held, the way of working within the domain, technical
details and about the different methodologies which could have been applied to this
study. Within the workshops, the researchers were able to be apart of a group with
other employees and interact with more experienced members of the group. These events
helped to gain from the experience and increase the knowledge about the domain, as
well as introducing the researchers to the people who were going to be participants in
the study.

4.4

Data Analysis

Data analysis was the next step after the data collection. Collected data through some
operations was organized, the meaning was extracted and conclusions were drawn, and
as the final step, theories can be written which describes this data [54]. In the following
chapter, the methods which were followed to make sense of the data are described and
explained.

4.4.1

Interviews

Data analysis for the interviews was done according to the guidelines provided by Romano Jr et al. [46]. Three major parts of this approach are; elicitation, reduction and
visualization. Furthermore, reduction phase consists of three subsections; selection, coding and clustering.
Elicitation
Elicitation phase consists of collecting or recording the interactions in words [46]. In
this part of the analysis, researchers started collecting data and documenting it down
in a systemized fashion. As a result of this step, all the transcripts of interview sessions
were written down and collected in a single storage unit. Notes, pictures and other types
of information taken during the interview were also mapped to the regarding interview
session in the document. Also, it was in this step the researchers began familiar with
the available data and notice certain patterns. Initial thoughts and ideas were recorded.
Reduction
Reduction is the phase that is responsible for selecting, focusing, simplifying, abstracting
and transforming the raw data collected into something useful [46]. This phase consists
of three subsections, which are described below.
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Selection section of reduction phase is about choosing categories and creating schemes
and distinct word lists [46]. In this section, initial notes and records were used to create
categories which available data can be grouped within. Collected data during elicitation
phase later broke down into these separate categories based on their content. This subcategorization resulted in better understanding of the problem, how the problem domain
can be improved with respect to its accuracy and usability and how a practical solution
has to be constructed in order to avoid these problems in the future.
Coding is the categorization of data into conceptual categories [47]. Codes are labels
or descriptive texts that are used for differentiating units of meaning to information
compiled during the research [38].
As the first step for the coding phase, all of the descriptive information about each
of the interview transcript is read and reviewed. Then, according to their similarities,
these notes and comments are categorized and grouped together. This process, along
with code creation and regrouping is repeated until a coherency was found between the
codes and notes. In order to reduce the risk of inaccuracy, both researchers took part at
some points together and in others took turns during the process.
Clustering involves choosing which data to code and how to code them [46]. As it
was the case with the previous chapters, this step was completed by the collaboration
of both researchers. Each note and object within higher proximity and affinity was put
into same cluster and as a result of this process, a higher similarity is found between the
notes within the same clusters as opposed to others. The result of clustering is used to
generate graphical and textual visualization in the next phase.
Visualization
Visualization phase consists of creating organized, compressed assemblies of the coded
notes that allow conclusions to be made [46]. In this phase, researchers have illustrated
similarities and shared proximities with patterns that are based on the codes that were
created in previous phases. In the end, as a result of this phase, conclusions and results
can be seen and found.

4.4.2

Documents Study, Static and Dynamic Analysis of the System
and Workshops

Data analysis for documents study, system analysis and workshops were done using
qualitative content analysis. In qualitative content analysis, data are grouped with the
help of categories that are generated inductively, and in most cases applied to the data
through close reading [40].
After the data was collected from studying documents that were specific to case domain, data analysis part was soon followed. Data analysis phase improved the knowledge
acquired about the subject, lessened the technical knowledge between the current ability
of the researchers and what was necessary to know to understand the codes, architecture
and similar aspects of the systems used. This process was repeated each time pieces of
information are gathered from the workshops and system analysis and all data that was
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gathered are analysed in the same manner. This process helped researchers to grasp
about the relative research areas and learn what the focus of the study should be about.
The method that was used for analysing these data was based on the inductive category development process which was explained by Mayring [35]. According to Mayring
[35], the procedure begins with formulating a criterion of definition that is based on
theoretical background and research question, followed by going through the collected
material and provisional categories are created and later deduced. This process is repeated and categories are revised and reviewed until main categories are found and a
reliability has been found.
Categorization began as soon as information was retrieved and notes and memos are
collected and written down. Common keywords and parts that had insights about the
research questions were generated and put into categories according to their similarities.
After much revision and reviews, categories are changed and contents are changed. This
process continued until all of the materials are analysed and used within categories and
as the final step, a general review is done to ensure the reliability of the analysis.
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5
Results
This chapter narrates the results and findings of the study. The results compromises the
analyzed data gathered from the various data collection methods applied throughout the
study. First, the challenges regarding automation of regression test analysis is presented.
Then, improvement suggestions are showed.

5.1

RQ1 - Challenges regarding automation of performance
regression test analysis

This section covers the research question related to challenges regarding automation of
performance regression test analysis. The identified challenges are presented in the form
of a thematic map in figure 5.1.

5.1.1

Infrastructure

The infrastructure set at the case company has created some challenges for the automated
analysis process. These challenges are listed below.
Continuous integration. The comments about the effect of continuous integration on the analysis process were diverse. Two of the participants have explained that
continuous integration makes analysis complicated and difficult. A systems manager has
stated:
“It’s harder basically, if there’s a capacity degradation it is hard to see where
that capacity problem is introduced.” — Systems Manager
Another interview subject has said that;
“The problem is that this daily scope is not very well tuned into continuous
integration ways of working. In the continuous integration view it says that
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Figure 5.1: Thematic map of challenges

you should not do your troubleshooting when it is delivered, you should do
your troubleshooting before or after it is backed out from the delivery. So, in
that sense all the test cases are to just make sure that you have a working
build and you can push in as much testing as possible. This is what we want
to guarantee with overworking build. And if it fails, then we do not really
care to look at why it fails, we merely want to know which change caused this
build to fail and then we back out that delivery and we go back to the state we
had before of working build and then we do the troubleshooting outside that.
But the daily scope is not very well tuned to that, because in one day we can
have like a hundred commits to the master branch. You might have two, three
or four new failures like new core dumps, decreased capabilities, some kind
of new alarms or whatever. It is very hard to find the faulty commit in that
consequence.” — Product Owner
This means that there can be clashes between the work that is actually done and
how it should be done using the continuous integration. Another positive stance the
participants had was that using continuous integration resulted in informing users of the
problems earlier than before. Line manager has stated that;
“Continuous integration is good since bugs can be found earlier and easier
because of their shorter trace, which leads to that less time and resources
have to be spent on addressing the root causes of the bugs.” — Line Manager
By putting pressure on faster feedback cycles, continuous integration helped verdict
system informing the users of the system in a shorter period of time.
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Although there were some positive opinions on how continuous integration helped
discovering faults within the SUT in a shorter time span compared to traditional development methods, two of the participants have stated that continuous integration made
it difficult to pinpoint where a fault is introduced to the system. Due to continuous
integration and long run times of the system tests, it is possible to have tens or at some
cases hundreds of commits between two test runs. In case of a performance degradation
which results in failed test cases, it is not clear which commit or group of commits actually caused the problem. Therefore, it becomes testers responsibility to dig into each
commit and try to figure out the faulty one that is causing degradation. It is impossible to run system tests after each commit, as it was stated by Duvall et al. [13], it
might be catastrophic to even try it. Another participant has stated that due to this
reason, their daily scope of was not tuned with the continuous integration style. The
complexity of the system means that there is extensive analysis time for test cases, the
need for following-up errors, take logs and write problem reports which causes problems
with continuous integration way of working. As a result, problems such as this one
cause delays and additional workload while the case department was trying to automate
performance regression test analysis process.
Lack of standards and central usage. One of the learnability issues, which corresponds to lack of matching between the system and the real world, is that there are
naming inconsistencies within the tool that is used at the case company. Two participants have pointed out that they have had problems with the naming, as names of
checkpoints, errors and other properties can be inconsistent and do not following any
kind of documented standards. They also claimed that some of the object names do not
have any explanation of what the checkpoint is about and most of the time they are just
abbreviations. A product owner has stated that:
“Since on the top-level you only get this very cryptic checkpoint name, so it
is just letters and numbers.” — Product Owner
In the department during everyday work, naming inconsistencies lowers the understandability and makes it difficult for users, especially the new ones, to learn the system.
Department manager complained about the lack of a central usage about the tool. It
was pointed out that the tool had documentation, GUI and output screens spread across
several different platforms and this situation caused inconsistency and made it difficult
to use. It was also stated that:
“It would be better to have a centralised place for all the non-functional requirements in the verdict system, instead of having multiple of the requirements outspread in different checkpoints. This improvement will increase the
performance, usability and maintainability of the system. In order to do this
improvement the architecture of the system has to be changed.” — Department Manager
In order to improve the quality of the system and make it easier to use, a new
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architecture with more central based approach has to be created according to department
manager.
Lack of consistency and standard of checkpoint names used within the tool were
also mentioned during the interviews by two participants. A test system specialist has
mentioned that:
“It is better to have checkpoints and they belong to everybody and we can just
for test pick any of them, except that nobody is using it like that actually.”
— Test System Specialist
This points out the finding that there is a disagreement on how to create checkpoints,
to whom they belong to and what are the privileges each user of the system has on the
checkpoints.
Interviewees’ remarks about naming inconsistencies seem to suggest that there is a
mismatch between the real world entities and their representation in the system. Use
of code names and abbreviations made it difficult for testers to evaluate the problem
initially and required them to examine other available material such as logs to understand
the system’s output. Tristem [56] has also stated that lack of similar terms to natural
language in a system can cause usability issues and stated it as a problem. Furthermore,
software product’s capability to adhere to standards was one of the complained about
aspects according to results of this study. Users of the system have stated that they
were having problems due to inconsistencies with the usability of the tools and lack of
standards. Another point of difficulty for the new users of the tool was lack of standards
with the checkpoints. Testers became unsure if a certain checkpoint belong to their group
and they have clearance to use them. Miller [39] states that similar things should look
and act similarly, as different things should be visibly different. Lack of this distinction
prevents the new testers to grasp some of the key points within the tool.
Two participants have stated that tool’s lack of central user interface hinders performance regression test analysis automation process. Not having a single central user
interface complicates the user-system interaction and makes it difficult to be efficient
with it, especially for new users. This was also a problem for the managers, as some
of the testers and developers have their own test cases and configurations to work with
which could have been useful to other employees. This approach dangers the teamwork
among the employees and prevents the potential of collaboration.
Branching. Branching constitutes the underlying reason for a big portion of the
problems with analysis process. During the development process, developers branch out
on one of the previous builds to work on their local repositories. After the coding is over,
developers commit their changes back again to the central repository where performance
regression tests are done. However, this way of working is prone to several issues as
requirements, boundary values and acceptance levels for each build can be different
from each other. A developer who branched out on a certain build is essentially affected
by the performance of that particular build. Even though the changes the developer
made within that code is up to standards and optimizes the performance, due to initial
low quality of the code, the final version might not perform up to standards according to
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performance acceptance tests and thus, be labeled as failed. On the other hand, the vice
versa is also problematic. If a certain developer puts a bad piece of code that affects the
performance negatively, it might go unnoticed if the build that was branched out on is an
exceptionally performing one. In this case, the performance of the final build will be up
to standards, but it could have been even better. It has to be also noted that this issue is
related to continuous integration way of working and insufficient requirements. Several
developers working with a number of different branches make it difficult to automate the
test analysis process, since it will be a major challenge to get the updated requirements
and acceptable boundary values for performance indicators.
Another problem that arises when an extensive feature has to be implemented into
the system. For example, introducing new features can decline the speed and the CPU
usage of the system and therefore, does not allow the system to perform on a desired
level of minimum quality as it was stated in the initial requirements. However, a certain
level of decline can be tolerated and even expected, but since the tool used at the case
company is just a simple comparison tool, it fails to give the expected final verdict. With
the previously stated examples, the verdicts given by the automated verdict system are
not the desired verdicts, even though they meet the initially stated requirements. After
a manual inspection is done, a tester can see that the verdict given by the system is
wrong and it is changed manually to the opposite verdict.
Difficulty of root cause analysis. Several interview subjects have many times
mentioned the difficulty of finding the root cause of an error or a failed test case during
test analysis. Due to several reasons, such as continuous integration, complexity of the
SUT, high volume of available data, large number of developers working with different
branches makes it difficult to locate where the problem is first introduced to the system.
A system developer have stated that the verdict system only indicates the existence of
something wrong with the system, not what it is and it is developer’s responsibility to
understand the cause of that problem. Some participants have also stated that such
attempts might be futile. Even though the verdict system were not designed initially
to locate the errors, it would take a huge amount of effort and time to integrate that
functionality. One product owner have stated that:
“Well, if you spend 1000 hours just on trying to implement a program that
find the root cause of this specific problem, then you have another problem
next week.” — Product Owner

5.1.2

Understanding

The results of this study indicate that subjects and concepts about performance regression test analysis automation can be interpreted in different ways. Stakeholders have
given different statements about definitions, goals and conditions. The challenges below
are related to this phenomenon.
Unclear expectations. The results of this study show that interviewees had different expectations from the verdict system. While some participants were satisfied with
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the tool’s ability to indicate errors, others were complaining about its inability to pinpoint the cause for that error. An operation product owner has stated that current tool
used at the case company is valuable only if it is used in the right context:
“When we use it in the right way, it just raises the flag and say there is a
new problem and then we do not do any problem analysis, we just try to find
the faulty commit and back it out and then do the troubleshooting outside.
In that situation it is a very strong and it is a very good tool.” — Product
Owner
However, if something more is expected from the tool, then employees had issues:
“If we try to have a more comprehensive look of how the system is performing,
then it is a very bad tool. When we actually find errors, then it is also a very
bad tool to indicate where the error is and it does not produce any automatic
trouble report, it does not pinpoint you to the error, it does not say what is
the root cause or anything. It just say that we have something wrong.” —
Product Owner
Another participant has stated that they would have expected the tool to filter out
problems within the test data before analysing:
“In my ideal world, we should be able to produce a verdict system that sorts out
this stuff, with the help of statistics. It doesn’t have to have the intelligence
that we have but it is very easy to see this problem.” — Function Tester
A verification engineer has also expected the tools to find the root cause of the
problem, on top of pointing out that there is a problem:
“I think it will be nice to have this verdict system to analyse the test case to
find the root cause why this checkpoint has failed.” — Verification Engineer
There were additional expected goals from the verdict system, apart from validation
of the test cases. Three participants have stated their desire to use the tool as a warning
system for possible problems that does not hold any risk in the short term, but could
cause issues in the long term. Participants have stated that the indicators were there
for a manual tester to see and it was possible for an automated system to pick up these
signs and warn the testers about the lowered quality of the SUT. In that case the SUT
would perform up to standards set by requirements, but since it performed worse with
every new built, the tool would warn the testers about the possible risks.
The results of this study has shown that participants had different goals and expectations from the performance regression test analysis and its automation process. Even
though some interview subjects had agreed on limited functionality should be expected
from the tool that is used, others demanded more functionality and capabilities. While
some testers were happy with what the tool was providing, and claimed that expectations
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have to be lowered, others have expected tool to be more accurate, more user friendly
and on top of informing testers in case of a malfunction, describe what that malfunction
is in detail and point to the root cause of the problem. All of these different expectations
point out that what is demanded from this process can lead to disagreements and tools
that are devised to solve this problem can not satisfy all of the stakeholders. As it was
stated by Larsson and Borg [32], it is difficult to align goals within large organizations,
such as the company in which this study was conducted, as each different department
has their own perspective and goals to think about. Difference in satisfaction levels for
the tool does not affect its performance, but it might affect the morale and incline to
use the tools for employees in some of the departments.
Insufficient requirements. One of the challenges for automation of performance
regression test analysis was that requirements for either passing or failing a test case
were not always sufficient. Due to high number of test cases, KPIs and dynamic test
environment, stated requirements could be insufficient or outdated after a while. An
operational product owner has stated that in some cases with newly added functionality
a need for new requirements arises:
“One other thing also with system test is that not everything is specified like
a black and white true or false. For example, if we restart on a card and we
have a requirement that says: it should be up and running within ten seconds.
However, after a software delivery it could be 11,5 seconds, so, is that totally
wrong or is it OK? The increased time could depend on a number of things.
It could depend on one other feature increasing the load on the system. You
have to ask someone, who says: OK, we can live with it and then we change
the checkpoint to say 12 seconds is the new limit.” — Product Owner
Consequently, due to the intricate nature of the many-to-many relationship, it is
imperative to conduct meticulous change impact analysis in order to ensure that the
introduced changes does not have a negative impact on the test coverage of other requirements, as described by one system developer/technical project manager:
“if you have to change a requirement then you have to change a test case
[linked to the requirement], and if you change a test case you have to make
sure that the test coverage of other requirements [traced to that test case] is
not affected” — Software Developer/technical project manager
The complex and dynamic development processes force testers to update the requirements accordingly, but it is not always clear how to complete this action without
help.
Several anecdotes were shared during the interviews and meetings with test architects about how the nature of the problem is dynamic and there is a need for dialogue
to adjust the requirements. In one scenario, a developer knows that there will be a
hardware upgrade next week for the SUT, which will raise the acceptable value for the
memory consumption KPI. So, this developer integrates new functionality to the SUT,
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even though he is aware that the memory consumption would be more than what is
permitted at that time. When SUT is tested, according to initial acceptable memory
consumption levels the test has to be failed and thus verdict system fails the test case.
However, testers are also aware of this situation and decide that verdict for this test case
has to be overruled and they pass the test. Another case that has been discussed is also
about the memory consumption. In this scenario, the developer commits the new code
into the system and it has seen that memory consumption is in the acceptable levels, so
verdict system decides that test case is passed. However, when manual analysis is made
the testers saw that there is a big degradation after this commit and the memory consumption would be more than accepted in the future. Thus, they have decided to failed
the test case even though KPIs were in the acceptable boundaries at the time. These
scenarios are two examples of how the test analysis process is dynamic and requirements
are prone to change.
The results show that missing and outdated requirements pose a great threat for the
test analysis automation process. In some cases, since requirements were not specified
clearly or outdated, testers and therefore the tools used in automation process did not
possess up to date information about the accepted levels of KPIs for SUT. Testers then
had to either decide on some values based on their experience or had to contact other
stakeholders to get more information. The dynamic and complex nature of the performance regression testing process forces testers to adapt to new situations and update
the requirements and expected values for test data themselves. This finding correlates
with the results stated by Bjarnason et al. [5], who mentioned that frequent changes in
requirements force testers to find and agree upon the correct version of requirements,
thus result in additional work and loss of time. As it was observed at the case company,
this problem is even more problematic for the initial phases of the automation process,
as the basic tool requires strict boundary values to work with. Furthermore, it has to be
pointed out that according to Graham [21], even a small change from the requirements
perspective can cause major workload for the testing process. Any changes in requirements essentially impacts the testing phase, as acceptable values for SUT would then be
affected.
“Crying wolf” effect. The tool at the case company can sometimes give false
positive or false negative verdicts about a certain test case. Test architects and testers
have agreed that false positive cases happen more often that false negatives. Three
participants have stated that when these mistakes start to happen regularly, people
responsible for investigating the failed test cases can lose motivation and concentration.
A software designer has stated about this phenomenon:
“If you always get ”Fails”, you lose confidence in verdict tool, you lose motivation to carefully take a look into the problem.” — Software Designer
The result of this study indicates that accuracy of the verdict system is a major
challenge. In general, all of the interviewees who have sufficient technical background
have stated that the level of accuracy had room for improvement. However, interview
subjects had different levels of satisfaction with the accuracy. Some interviewees have
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stated that they do not trust the results of the verdict system and added that it lacks
statistical intelligent. Other subjects have claimed that while they can not trust it
completely, it is still at an acceptable level. It can be said that accuracy is an important
part of the analysis process. Several researchers have validated their results in similar
studies according to their accuracy, as well as investigating different ways to improve it
[18] [2] [28]. There are two kinds of errors when a verdict is inaccurate; false positive and
false negative. A false positive error in verdict system indicates that the verdict system
have analysed a test run and claimed it that there is something wrong and fails the test
case when in fact it was acceptable. On the other hand, a false negative error in verdict
system happens when an error is not detected but the test run is passed. Subjects have
stated that first kind of error was much more frequent than the other kind, but not as
damaging. Since it is possible to forward the mistakes and errors towards the customer,
testers would like to avoid second kind of errors at all cost. The negative aspect of the
first type of error is the “crying wolf” effect. When the verdict system indicates a large
number of false positive errors, testers begin to overlook some of the errors thinking
that they might also not contain any errors, which might result in passing tests that
have serious defects. Similarly, accuracy of locating errors in SUT has been pinpointed
as a problematic area by Foo et al. [18] and a solution was proposed to overcome this
obstacle.
Several interpretations. There is a common pattern that is found from the interviews held with people from other departments and companies. It can be seen that there
is a lack of consensus about the naming of the corresponding system at these companies
and departments. The term “verdict” is only used at a single department the case study
was held, as other departments and companies had different concepts and solutions for
the analysis process. A technical expert that works within the automotive industry has
stated that within their system there is not a corresponding tool:
“There is no specialized verdict system now, you find it as a test analysis,
test metrics and test statistics.” — Technical Expert
Others have regarded the problem as a part of the test execution process and did not
treat it as a distinct and separate part of the whole testing analysis system.
Findings of this study point out that there is a lack of consensus and confusion on
the naming, responsibilities and processes between different companies and departments
about performance regression test analysis. Each different company that was part of the
study had a different views on the problem, even though except for the case company,
manual test analysis was used for performance regression analysis. While for the case
company verdict decisions on test cases were done towards the end of whole testing processes with the help of the verdict system in test analysis part, another company was
using manual labour and considered the process as a part of execution phase of testing.
Furthermore, some of the companies that were interviewed and one other department at
the case company, considered the test analysis phase as how SUT might perform in the
future based on the historical trends. This highlights a contrast with the approach at
the department which this study was held, as validation of the test cases are considered
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as the test analysis process. Lack of consensus about the test analysis process, and companies’ reliance on manual test analysis processes inhibit the progression of performance
regression test analysis automation.

5.1.3

Tool

There is a tool called verdict system that is developed within the case company to help
automating performance regression test analysis. The challenges regarding this tool can
be found below.
Usability. One of the issues regarding understandability was that checkpoint creation within the system was rather confusing for some of the interview subjects. Two of
the participants have stated that they have encountered problems when testers wanted
to create checkpoints. One participant has mentioned that one of the problems with
creating checkpoints is that the responsibility of maintaining is unclear after the creation. Same participant also added it should be “easier to define checkpoints”, if the
department wants the tool with better usability.
One participant has indicated that they had to make extra clicks to get some information about the system, while it was possible to gather this information with fewer
actions. It has been stated that:
“You get the summary, but since on the top-level you only get this very cryptic
checkpoint name, so it is just letters and numbers. You have to expand every
checkpoint that you are interesting to see the description that tells you what
is checkpoint is doing and trying to find some more information.” — Product
Owner
Eliminating the need for expanding to be able to see the information can result in
fewer actions to be taken and result in better efficiency for the product.
Usability issues that participants complained about include operability of the tool
used for test validation. Efficiency of use was a weak point of the tool according to one
interviewee who has explained that it took more steps than necessary to complete a task.
This additional burden might not indicate a huge problem in short term, but it distracts
the user and causes loss of concentration. Indication of errors were a problematic area
as well according to users. Verdict system does not give clear information about the
faults, instead it gives codes that are abbreviations. This approach causes for loss time as
testers have to figure out what the abbreviations mean. It is possible to experience errors
with even the most carefully designed system, but failing to give adequate information
about them restraints the recovery process. Other issue about the usability aspect is
checkpoint creation for the tool. Interview subjects have stated that it was difficult to
create checkpoints and there were uncertainties about how they should be used. These
two points also highlight that there might be a lack of clarity about the expectations
from the system.
Limited capabilities. Two of the interview subjects mentioned that the tool was
unable to give fast feedback. It was complained about how the results or warnings were
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not presented to users until the very end of the process is completed, which can take
1-2-12-24 hours depending on the process. An operational product owner has stated
that:
“Well, it is also a really matter of feedback time also. On an hourly basis we
run a test and within one hour we get a verdict that says: Hey, something is
wrong.” — Product Owner
It has been stated that in order to get a feedback from the system, the system has
to complete the whole process before notifying the user of the findings. The users were
complaining that they had to wait until the very end of the process in order to get the
verdict. This approach causes loss of time which could be easily avoided according to
interview subjects.
When a problem happens within the system, it is presented by the system with
less than enough information according to one participant. This results in additional
workload for employees who are responsible for solving the errors. A function tester has
explained by the lack of information about the errors cause them extra work and no
indication about it prolongs the solution phase by saying:
“They get a fail and send it to us telling ”Please take a look”. Then, we sit
there, saying ”OK, what’s the problem?”.” — Function Tester
Another soft spot for the current tool used at the case company is detecting constant
degradations in the test results. The verdict system does not have the functionality to
detect a trend of degradation in test results. It was stated by the participants that a
human observer can see the that with each new test result a certain KPI is performing
worse than before. Like other problems faced, a human intervention can help detecting
this phenomenon before it becomes a major issue for the product and start an investigation to find the root cause of why each test artifact is performing worse than previous
one. The time lost to find the root cause for this problem has a negative impact on the
department as it becomes more challenging the spot the exact piece of code that made
the system perform this way and more people have to devour their work and time to
find the specific built.
One problematic incident that the current tool fails to comprehend is the sharp
changes with different builds. A test case is not examined thoroughly if the tool passes
that case, it is usually only looked into if it fails. Examining a failed test case can be
problematic; while it is the last implementation that made the system perform worse
than the expected level of quality, most of the time the hidden and main reason that a
test case fails happens long before the last commit. While a human can see the exact
point of sharp degradation while checking the previous performance of the product and
understands which commit had the worse impact to the system, the existing tool fails
to notice this occurrence.
A similar case exists for the opposite direction as well. Improvements in performance
are usually met with satisfaction, but an unexpected sharp improvement in performance
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can be the result of a malfunction in the implemented code. Again, the tool passes this
test case, while a human can understand the system is not performing as it should do
and decides to further investigate it.
According to the results of the study, the tool had limited capabilities and could not
perform some of the expected tasks. The interviewees described that it was not possible
to understand the root cause of the problem through the system. The tool only gives the
information if there is something wrong according to test results but then it is testers’
responsibility to investigate the logs in order to find which specific commit caused it.
This task becomes even more challenging as the time between two performance regression
test runs increases. Testers have to locate a certain commit that caused SUT to perform
below the expectations among thousands of other commits. This problem has been also
stated by Nguyen et al. [42], who stated that per-checkin performance tests are generally
not feasible in large scale industrial settings and determining the cause of a regression
is often a time consuming task that depends on the experience of the testers and the
complexity of the system. It is also not possible for the testers to get the error messages
until the system completes its run. This results in loss time for testers as they could
begin investigating if system prompts the error message once it is found.
Another finding of the study was how tool was unable to detect potential risks within
the test runs and its inability to warn the testers. Discussions with test architects
and developers have pointed out that it is possible to see the potential regressions in
performance when the KPI graphs are analysed manually. This situation results in
performance degradations, which could have been easily avoided, and forces developers
to commit a large proportion of their time to figure out what is wrong with the system.
As it was pointed out by Boehm et al. [6], the cost of fixing errors grows larger when
they are later discovered. Heger et al. [23] have also stated that software engineers need
to manually investigate the root cause of the regressions themselves.
Lack of intelligence. It has been stated by four interviewees that the tool at the
case company was lacking any kind of intelligence and was just a simple tool that checks
if test results exceed the given limitations. A function tester has stated that:
“Verdict should take some of the work but verdict system is too stupid. You
put these triggers which indicates capacity decreases and the process behind
them are bad and very static.” — Function Tester
It is implied that the system just does what it was designed to do, but nothing more.
The tool does not analyse or give any kind of warning to the testers, it just indicates if
the test results are within previously stated boundaries or not.
The participants have stated that the verdict system is just comparing the values,
the test data value and the boundary value, while presenting the tester last five result
of verdicts and test data values. Intelligence, especially the statistical intelligence is
missing from the tool, which is desperately needed according to three of the interview
subjects. The system at the case company can not distinguish actual problems within
the SUT between core dump and test environment problems due to its simplicity. This
lack of sophistication in the tool possess one of the biggest treats for the automation
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process, as responsibility to make these decisions essentially lays on the testers shoulders.
It is impossible to further automate the analysis process without tools using statistics,
calculating and learning from history in the beginning and later making better decisions.
Documentation. During the documents study it was understood that there was not
enough information or a guideline regarding code of the tool used at the case company.
It was known that the code was written in Python, and there was a short documentation
about the code itself, but since the code was written in an advanced manner, it makes it
difficult for the new employees that can be unfamiliar with the level of code to develop
new features or make changes on the code. A system test specialist has said that:
“It is kind of hard to maintain I think, not hard to maintain, but it is advanced
and advanced code and a bit hard to read. So, it is a tough job and if you
are not extremely experienced in Python it is challenging to understand some
parts of it.” — System Test Specialist
The subject went on to claim that the lack of comprehensive documentation about the
code itself was inhibiting the new developers to make changes when they start working
in the department.
One participant has explained that there was no information about the certain aspects of the tool. The participant criticized the system on that the users have no idea
about how to interpret outputs created by the system by saying:
“The user documentation I guess does not even exist. It basically says around
the analyze command. It does not say how to what the output means.” —
System Test Specialist
System test specialist also added the following as the explanation of the occurance:
“If I remember it right, we have not really prioritized documentation and I
guess the reason is that nobody has asked for it basically.” — System Test
Specialist
Lack of guidelines made it difficult for every tester, but it was even more difficult for
new employees to understand how to use the system. Furthermore, along with the complexity of the source code, lack of comprehensive code documentation inhibits necessary
improvements to the system. According to the system developers, new developers find it
demanding to understand and change the code of the system. The complexity of source
code corresponds with the usability of the code documentation. During the writing of
the code documentation, it might be overlooked that developers who have inferior ability
and less experience need clear instructions and guidelines for future improvements. Similarly, De Boer and Van Vliet [10] states that usability of a documentation is determined
by the proximity of the authors’ intentions to the expectations of the potential readers.
The gap between these intentions and expectations can result in lack of understanding
for the source code.
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5.1.4

Test Execution Phase

The results of this study indicate that the analysis phase of testing process has affected
by test data available. The challenges that have arisen due to test execution phase.
Unstable test data. One of the biggest challenges for performance regression test
analysis is caused by unstable test data. The accuracy of measurements is crucial to
success of the analysis phase, as false performance indicator data can have a big effect
on tools’ accuracy as well. It has been reported that for some cases during the test
execution phase, it was possible to get different results even if all the conditions were
kept unchanged. A systems developer has stated that it was possible to get inconsistent
test results:
“When running a test case it passes the first time and fails the second time
even if we don’t change anything. We can get different results and we don’t
know why. I’m not sure if a tool can understand this problem. It depends on
the chance most of the time. I think we have to compensate in the end with
the tool.” — Systems Developer
This situation implies that there is an underlying problem with the test environment
and it also affects the analysis phase. The tool used at the case company can not
differentiate the faulty measurements from the accurate ones, although a manual analyst
can easily detect the false one.
Having faulty test data can impact the accuracy of the analysis tools. Since the tool
used at the case company only takes last five KPI values during analysis, this approach
is seriously affected if a test of certain built is faulty or have crashed during the testing
phase. These are called outliers and having an outlier as one of the last five reference
points alters the ability of the tool to give more accurate verdicts.
Apart from the outliers, fluctuations also cause serious problems for accurate analysis.
Fluctuations in test results for a certain built can happen due to several reasons, one of
them being the complexity of systems under test. Test environment and testing tools
are mostly accurate within certain limits, but these hint of inaccuracies can cause the
automated tools to fail a test case that should meets the requirements in previous and
later executions, but performs subpar on a couple test runs. These problems can be
detected by a human, but the tool is unable to do so.
Different configurations. In some cases, SUT is tested in different environments
with different configurations. As a result, it is possible to get several different test data
for the same product that is being tested. This situation creates a challenge for the
analysis phase as a decision has to be made accordingly. It is possible to detect these
anomalies with manual analysis, but the automated tool used at the case company can
not differentiate different configurations and use that information to make a decision
about the test case. A function tester has stated that this situation creates additional
workload on the testers:
“The testing tool does not know if it runs on hardware configuration A or B,
and you have to make a lot of investigation.” — Function Tester
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Different test configurations affect test data and thus affect the automation process as
data available becomes less predictable. The tool can not distinguish the performance
of SUT itself and performance improvements or declines caused by test environment
according to the interview subjects. Similarly, Foo et al. [18] point out that, incorrect
conclusions will be being about the quality of a system, if analysis techniques that cannot
differentiate between actual performance regressions and performance differences caused
by different environments. In case company’s case, this added up to the low accuracy of
the tool and puts more unnecessary work on manual analysis.

5.2

RQ2 - Suggested automated performance regression
test analysis improvements

This section answers the research question related to automated performance regression test analysis improvements. This study has found 9 practices that can potentially
improve the automated performance regression test analysis. The mapping of these practices to the challenges they are found to address are shown in Table 5.1. These practices
are described in the section below.
Challenge

Improvement suggestion

Unclear expectations

Clear Goals with Rationales

Insufficient requirements

Clear Goals with Rationales

”Crying wolf” effect

Intelligence Component, Historical Data

Several interpretations

Clear Goals with Rationales

Continuous integration

Standardization and Centralization, Testing Map

Lack of standards and central usage

Standardization and Centralization, Testing Map

Branching

Testing Map

Difficulty of root cause
analysis

Testing Map

Usability

New UI for Creating Checkpoints

Limited capabilities

Snapshots and Early Alarm

Lack of intelligence

Intelligence Component

Documentation

Improving Documentation

Unstable test data

Intelligence Component, Historical Data

Different configurations

Historical Data

Table 5.1: Mapping of improvement suggestions to the alignment challenges
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5.2.1

Infrastructure

Infrastructure improvement. Three interview subjects have argued that standardization and centralization could improve usability for the verdict system. Having a
consistent standard with the logs, test cases and documentation would increase usability
compliance and common understanding. A technical expert has suggested that:
“If you standardize the way of describing certain data, if you want the easier
performance, standardize how to write a log file, so you can search for patterns
that could be easier. Because you want to identify, let’s say you have 50
different computer systems and you want to trace the CPU performance for
all those and you have no clue how to find that, then you could give them the
same pattern, the you can track them.” — Technical Expert
It can be also argued that by assuring standardization, testers can become more
capable to locate issues and troubleshoot.
Centralization also plays an important part in standardization process. Many interview subjects complained about not being able to use some of the tools, test cases
and checkpoints because they belong to only a single person or a group. A system test
specialist has suggested:
“I think it is better to have checkpoints and they belong to everybody. So,
we can just for pick any of them, except that we are not using it like that
actually.” — System Test Specialist
It can benefit the whole group if there was a centralized repository where all test
cases, checkpoints and different tools were collected and belong to everybody. This
might improve the capabilities of some of the testers who previously did not have access
to these possibilities.
Testing Map. Four interview subjects have stated that having a testing map could
make it easier to find the root cause of the errors. A chief leader for continuous integration
has stated that:
“We call this testing map and we also have tests that we need to combine
with resources from different test paths and link these to different releases,
because a feature can be released in many different products and tested in test
paths and these two need to be linked together. So that we can see a complete
picture of a feature on a given release. That’s one thing we need to work on
also.” — Chief Leader for Continuous Integration
The lack of information about the connection between a certain test case and the
branch which the SUT was built upon inhibits the testers’ ability to find out how and
why the test case had failed. Storing this piece of information and presenting it to the
tester for each test case would improve the usability of the verdict system and makes it
redundant to use other tools for the testers. It has also been stated that the information
about the test cases corresponding to a certain core dump does not exist. A verification
engineer has suggested that presenting this piece of information could benefit the system.
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5.2.2

Understanding

Clear Goals with Rationales. It has been stated by four participants that the goals
and expectations for the processes and tools have to be discussed and agreed upon by
all of the stakeholders. Unclear goals result in confusion for developers and testers,
as expectations and responsibilities become unclear. Tools used are also criticized for
not being dynamic enough and lacking functionality that makes it easily adaptable to
changes. Interview subjects have mentioned that requirements were not dynamically
updated and clearly defined in some cases and one way to solve this could be introducing
rationales. Linking rationales with both the goals for the tools and requirements can
help the team to be more blending to unforeseen challenges. A software developer has
stated that accuracy of the tools used depend on clear expectations and goals:
“My opinion of this verdict tools is that we need to set very clear expectations,
so that this system can judge if a checkpoint is passed or fail. This is the
reason why it is not very dynamic toward any change or anything else in the
product can make it fail.” — Software Developer
It has been mentioned that both expectations of the tools and performance of these
tools can be improved with up-to-date requirements, rationales for decisions, clear goals
and expectations.
Two participants have also stated that understanding the needs and expectations are
essential for designing an automated solution for performance regression test analysis.
It is critical to understand what the customer and stakeholders expect and use that
information to validate the test cases. A quality assurance engineer has explained that
understanding why we need the data in first place is also crucial:
“You need to understand what kind of data we are working on, in what context
it should work, what is the expectations of the users.” — Quality Assurance
Engineer
In order to reduce the misunderstandings and set corresponding goals and expectations for the tools, it is essential to have an open line of communication between testers,
developers and other stakeholders.
Complex nature of SUT and test environment at the case company forces testers
to make quick and critical decisions and be adaptable to sudden changes. Participants
have stated that in order to manage the changing expectations and be adaptable, every
tester should be comfortable with the dynamic nature of the test analysis phase. One
way to achieve this is to define goals along with the rationales which are agreed upon
the beginning with all of the stakeholders. Rationales would help individual testers to
make quick decisions on the spot and as the next step would provide more information
to implement into the tools for the automation process. This finding drew similarities
with the study conducted by Bjarnason et al. [5], who stated that requirement rationales
can help the synchronisation by better supporting passing the responsibility between the
different roles, in this case to the testers. Requirement rationales would help testers be
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more proactive in their approach when test cases fail. Currently, testers let developers
handle some of the responsibility to find the root cause when a test does not pass.
This behaviour puts unnecessary workload on the developers as in most of the cases the
test fails due to external causes, not because SUT was not performing up to standards.
Agreeing upon initial goals and having requirement rationales might help reduce this
problem, as testers would start making decisions on their own. Then, these decisions
can be passed on the tools which can help automating the test analysis process.

5.2.3

Tool

Tool improvement. Three interview subjects have mentioned that creating a new
checkpoint or editing an existing one has to be made easier. It has been argued that
while it is easy to use an existing checkpoint as a template is easy, inserting some new
additions such as constraints to that template makes it more difficult. Also, in order
to create a new checkpoint a tester have to read upon the corresponding API which
also makes it challenging. A software developer has suggested that by building a new
interface for checkpoint creation, time spent on this activity could be lowered and new
employees can easily use create checkpoints without needing a training or study session.
The testers can use this interface to create or edit checkpoints much easier than before.
One of the most complained issues about the verdict system has been about late
feedback. The testers have to wait until the testing process is completed to verify a test
case and it is not possible to do a real time verification. A quality assurance engineer
has suggested that having a snapshot of the process can help save time:
“One weakness I feel right now is that we lack the ability to verify the test
while it’s running. We lack real time verifying test results. If we divide in
the middle, we can have take some snapshots and see if it’s broken, but right
now we don’t have that.” — Quality Assurance Engineer
Receiving early feedback can be critical and save some time during the process.
A change manager has stated that having quick feedback loops could provide more
information in acceptable time frame, thus allowing testers to know if the changes in the
system have caused any problems.
Two interview subjects have stated that improving documentation for several different components could improve the general usability of the verdict system. Having a
consistent documentation throughout the whole system would increase consistency and
understandability. This certainly applies for the code documentation. A software test
engineer has mentioned:
“It can always be better documented. The code is written in Python and it
has a few syntaxes that are on a very high or an expert level. It is not very
easy for beginner Python programmers to understand how it works, so that
is perhaps something that could be improved.” — Software Test Engineer
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Lack of comprehensive documentation on top of code written at an expert level makes
it challenging for new employees to grasp how verdict system works. A technical expert
have suggested that test cases also need to be written in a more descriptive way. Again,
this would allow new testers to grasp how certain test cases work, thus easing their
integration into the testing team.
Intelligence Component. One common point of suggestion to improve accuracy is
integration of a statistical intelligence component inside the verdict system. A function
tester has stated:
“In my ideal world, we should be able to produce a verdict system that sorts out
this stuff, with the help of statistics. It doesn’t have to have the intelligence
that we have but it is very easy to see this problem.” — Function Tester
The verdict system fails to see degradations which a human tester have no problem
seeing and detect future regressions for the SUT. A software designer has suggested
that using historical data along with statistical analysis can help detect performance
regressions:
“In my ultimate world, you will make a verdict script that can filter out the
noise and trigger the degradation that is statistically proven to be a degradation based on history.” — Software Designer
A verdict system with statistical intelligence can have more accurate verdicts and
at the same time warn testers about abnormalities which can cause problems in the
future. These abnormalities also include expected degradations. It was mentioned that
sometimes degradations are wanted and expected, especially if new functionality has
been recently delivered for SUT. With statistical analysis verdict system could detect if
there is no regression in performance, which could also be troubling.

5.2.4

Test Execution Phase

Historical Data. Most of the interview subjects have suggested that in order to improve accuracy for automated performance regression test analysis at the case company
historical data has to be used more extensively and a statistical intelligence component
has to be integrated within the verdict system.
The verdict system at the case company only takes the last 5 result into account
during the analysis process. A function tester has stated this was not enough and more
data should be used when making a decision on a test case:
“If there’s a history, checking last 5 builds is ridiculous. We rather look at
the last 400 builds.” — Function Tester
A systems developer has also added:
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“Why not use the last 50 instead of 5, and you can filter out the noise and
find some trend. You can find two channels, or you can see a slow trend
that is going down. However, the last five is not really relevant.” — Systems
Developer
Taking more than previous 5 test results into consideration could provide more capabilities and used in a way to warn testers in case of unexpected regressions with the
indicators. Using more historical data can help to make sense of the existing test result
data and reduce the false verdicts.
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6
Discussion
This chapter discusses the the results presented in the previous chapter and relates it to
research literature. Section 6.1 discusses the first research question, challenges regarding
automation of performance regression test analysis. Section 6.2 discusses the second
research question, improvements. Section 6.3 discusses the future work for the research.
Section 6.4 discusses validity threats of the study. Implication for practitioners and
contribution to the academic research is discussed in sections 6.5 and 6.6.
The aim of this study was to identify the challenges regarding automation of performance regression test analysis and suggest possible improvements for industrial applications. In order to achieve these goals, a case study has been conducted, 12 semistructured interviews were held and several other data collection methods were used to
obtain data.

6.1

RQ1 - Challenges regarding automation of performance
regression test analysis

In relation to RQ1 - challenges regarding automation of performance regression test
analysis, the results include: 1) Infrastructure has to be set up in a way that encourages
and makes it easier to automate the process. Absence of such platform hinders the
automation process. Furthermore, continuous integration makes it difficult to assess
the test results as they become inadequate quickly. 2) Unclear goals and insufficient
requirements slow down the automation process. There is not a reached consensus
about the concepts regarding performance regression test analysis within the industry.
3) Tool used at the case company is a simple, useful tool, but it has serious limitations.
Lack of intelligence and usability prevents from achieving full potential of the tools. 4)
Data produced after test execution can be unreliable which makes automation process
difficult. Due to variations of different hardware that are used successfully evaluating a
test case is challenging.
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6.2

RQ2 - Suggested automated performance regression
test analysis improvements

The findings regarding RQ2 - suggested automated performance regression test analysis
improvements, the most conspicuous results are: 1) Goals have to be stated, along with
their rationales. As the first step towards full automation, testers need to understand
the reasoning behind the goals to be more dynamic. 2) A more centralized infrastructure
with clear standards can help the developers and testers to make full use of their tools.
3) A testing map could improve the understanding regarding the connections between
each build and new developments. This in turn can help a better assessment of the test
results. 4) Tools for automation process has to be designed in a way that allows testers to
be more dynamic and flexible. An early alarm system that includes warning as a result
apart from pass and fail would help in some cases, such as core dumps. 5) An intelligent
component is necessary for the next step in the automation process. Tools have to make
decisions on their own and it is only possible with an intelligent component. 6) Making
use of historical test data is highly critical as in order to make better decisions and have
more accurate verdicts tools have to take advantage of a rich source of historical data.

6.3

Future work

Improving the tool with respect to its accuracy and usability within limited amount of
time and budget is a major focus for the case company. After studying the results of the
study, researchers and industrial supervisors have agreed that improving the intelligent
ability of the tool would be the most practical and efficient solution with the available
time and resources. Introduction of a statistical component into the verdict system can
provide more accurate verdicts to the testers by making a better usage of the vast source
of historical data available and eliminate the heterogeneous environments problem. In
this section, the method that has been used within this component is described along
with how it would can be used within the verdict system as a component.
There have been research done regarding historical data and it is possible to use this
major source of information along with association rules as a part of the verdict system.
Even though making use of historical data does not guarantee better accuracy directly,
it provides valuable information to the testers about how a certain test case was handled
in previously similar scenarios. Furthermore, as time passes each verdict and test result
can be used to create association rules that offer even more information as a part of
verdict system. These data and rules can act as an early warning system for testers for
critical or previously unforeseen situations. For example, even though the CPU usage
for the SUT is lower than the threshold value for a certain test case, and thus has to
be set as passed, the improved verdict system can warn the tester about how the CPU
usage should be much lower than it actually is according to all the other available test
result data. Testers then can use this warning as an indication of underperformance of
the SUT an let the developers aware of the situation. Information about these methods
and how they would fit into the current structure are given below.
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Deriving knowledge from patterns that exist in the huge amount of data is known
as Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD), which is a remarkable and extensive research field that has a lot of consideration from the research community [60]. According
to Fayyad et al. [16] the data mining assignments utilized in KDD process can be grouped
into six distinct categories, which are summarization, clustering, regression, classification, dependency modeling and change and deviation detection. The majority of these
categories address the issues related to ones occurring while analyzing performance tests
[60].
The predominant complication when mining performance testing datasets is formulated as obtaining the level of correlation between the datasets that contain performance
observations. The performance data either belongs to a baseline dataset or to a target
dataset. A comparison between the values of the performance counters collected during
the target run with the values of the corresponding baseline runs has to be performed,
to determine if a target run was successful or not. If the values are similar, the target
run should have acceptable performance. If the baseline and target datasets diverge
substantially, the target run has different performance which must be documented for
further investigation [60].
The dependency modeling category should be chosen on mining performance testing
data, because the function ability of this category is to describe significant dependencies between variables [31]. Nowadays, the dependency modeling category is commonly
referred to as association rule mining, which is a term that was introduced by Agrawal
et al. [1].
By applying association rule mining on prior test runs, a set of association rules can
be extracted. An association rule comprises of a premise and a consequent. The rule
expresses that if the premise is true in a new test run, then the consequent will also be
true with high probability. Figure 6.1 demonstrates an example of an association rule
that expresses “if the CPU and memory utilization are examined to be at the low and
medium levels respectively, then the throughput will be at the high level” [18].

Figure 6.1: Thematic map of challenges

The probability with which an association rule applies is described by its support
and confidence measurements. Support evaluates the ratio of times the rule applies,
namely the counters in the premise and consequent are examined collectively with the
specified values. For example, low support indicates that the association rule might have
been discovered coincidentally. Confidence evaluates the probability that the premise of
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the rule implies the consequent, namely how frequently the consequent is true when the
premise is true. For instance, if the confidence value of the rule in Figure 6.1 is near one,
then it signifies that when CPU and memory utilization are examined to be at the low
and medium levels respectively, throughput will be at the high level most of the times
[18].
The program flow of the new verdict system will be similar to the existing one, with
small differences. New analyze function would take all of the previous tests results as
inputs and form expected results for each separate KPI. It is possible to use Orange, an
open source toolbox written in Python, for both data mining and creating association
rules [11]. Orange is able to create association rules for an existing data set, which can
be imported as a Excel file or tab delimited data file. Testers then can compare the
expected KPI values with the actual value of the KPI according to the test results to
confirm that there are no irregularities with the results.
Furthermore, this case study is only focused at a single, large company. It would be of
value to involve multiple companies with different sizes. This could help understanding
if the findings can be observed in different companies, thus generalized, or unique to the
case company. Moreover, The data was obtained through semi structured interviews.
Conducting a statistical analysis at the case company would help understand precise
success of the verdict system and reveal the challenges in a quantifiable form. Finally, it
might be beneficial to apply the suggested improvements and stated algorithms to the
current problem observed at the case company to understand if it is possible to improve
the current situation.

6.4

Validity Threats

The validity of a study indicates the trustworthiness of the results and findings to what
extent the results are true and not biased by the researchers’ subjective point of view [48].
Validity threats in this thesis study were examined according to the classification made by
Runeson and Höst [48] in their guideline and it covers construct validity, external validity,
internal validity and reliability threats. These threats, along with the approaches and
methods to reduce them, were investigated and explained in this section.

6.4.1

Construct Validity

Construct validity refers to whether measurements actually model independent and dependent variables from which the hypothesized theory is constructed [59]. A study has
a high construct validity if the theory is constructed in a way that used parameters are
relevant to research questions.
In order to limit the threats against construct validity, both qualitative and quantitative data methods are used to elicit information. Furthermore, interview subjects
are informed about the study beforehand, and a general idea about what the research
is about has been given, Interviews are drafted with the supervision of 4 experienced
people in their fields; 2 from academia and 2 from industry who gave feedback before the
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interview template was finalised. Interview subjects are reminded of their anonymity and
confidentiality before each interview to prevent eliciting false and unreliable information.
After the interviews are complete, a copy of both the interview recordings and transcripts
shared with the subjects to confirm that there is a consensus on what was meant by the
researchers and what is understood by the subjects and to avoid misunderstandings.

6.4.2

Internal Validity

Internal validity focuses on how confident researchers can be that the measured variables
actually caused the outcome [17]. In order to establish internal validity, researchers have
to show that the outcome was the result of the factors stated in the study.
Triangulation method can be used as a tool to increase the precision of empirical
research, as applying it means taking different angles towards the studied object and
thus providing a broader picture [48]. Within this study, researchers have chosen the
triangulation method to cover more than a single aspect of the study, and ensure that
the collected data reflects the conclusions that are drawn at the end. Using different data
sources, a combination of both qualitative and quantitative data collection methods such
as interviews, surveys, system analysis, workshops and documents study, aimed to limit
the disadvantages of each method and therefore, reduce the effects of the validity threats.

6.4.3

External Validity

External validity refers to the applicability of the research to domains other than the
one that is under observation (Wright, Kim and Perry, 2010). It is about whether the
results can be generalized outside the scope of the study [17].
One of the biggest concerns during the study was to ensure that the findings and
results of the conducted research can be applied to different domains other than one at
the case department. In order to reduce this threat, people from other companies and
departments were included in the study as participants and their feedbacks are highly
regarded. Furthermore, while case department specific details are being investigated,
problems faced within the same context with the other companies and departments are
also studied. All of these different sources of information was taken into account while
designing and implementing a solution for the problem.

6.4.4

Reliability

Reliability is concerned with to whether the data and the analysis are dependent on the
specific researchers [48]. In order for a study to be reliable, the results should not differ
if it is repeated by different researchers.
Since this study was conducted by two researchers, it was possible to avoid single
researcher bias. Collected data is checked and analysed by both of the researchers and
sent to subjects who had time to review it to ensure they were correctly transcribed.
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Implications for practitioners

This study presents a set of challenges regarding automation of performance regression
analysis in a large company and proposes improvement suggestions for these encountered
challenges. Prior to this study the case company was not confident in verdict system’s
performance. The verdict system was developed without an extensive research simply
to reduce some of the mundane work for the system testers during the analysis phase.
The results of this study helped the case company to make an objective assessment
of the verdict system. Four different categories were highlighted as problematic areas
and improvement suggestions to overcome these problems were proposed. This study
presented a broader understanding of their tools and processes for the case company and
helped them evaluate their solution.
The four categories where the challenges identified were infrastructure, understanding, tool and test execution. Along with the suggestions each of these problematic areas
can be better understood and improved. By improving the current state of the analysis
process according to results of this study it is possible to have more accurate verdict
results and fasten the analysis process. Also, it can be possible to make the verdict
system easier to use for both experienced and new users of the system. As a result
of implementing these suggestions, the analysis process can be automated even further
and a faster and more accurate analysis phase can be achieved. Testers can control a
greater extend of the test cases, thus ensuring a higher level of quality for the product.
Developers can avoid investigating unconfirmed bugs and regressions and only focus on
debugging and optimizing the code they are responsible of.
Even though the challenges regarding automation of performance regression analysis
were stated, the results section of this thesis study has also confirmed that the verdict
system is a highly useful tool for testers and helps eliminating mundane work within the
department. Each interviewee from the case department has agreed that having verdict
system makes sense for the company and in some cases it would have been impossible
to achieve the department goals. Prior this study the test architects were unsure about
the future of the verdict system and discussing how the department should proceed.
Two options were considered as the future tool that was going to be used in the case
department; either verdict system will be rewritten from the beginning and all of the
advantages (as well as the disadvantages) of the old tool would be discarded in favour of
creating a better system, or verdict system will be kept and it would be improved even
further. This study provided necessary information for the test architects to make the
decision about the path for the department.
Practitioners outside the case company such as different organizations and companies
may use the results from this research to understand the potential problems that can
occur during the transition from manual processes to automated non-functional test
results validation. By considering the key points stated as the results of this study,
organizations and companies can benefit during constructing their own automation of
performance regression analysis processes.
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6.6

Contribution to academic research

This study adds to the existing body of academic knowledge within software engineering
that is focused on software testing. This thesis deals with the performance regression
testing area which lacked of studies and extensive research.
The focus of this study is non-functional test validation and performance regression
testing, which have received less interest than functional regression testing. The challenges during the transitional phase of switching from manual performance analysis to
automated performance analysis in a large organization are highlighted. Furthermore,
several improvement suggestions have been given to overcome these problems. The results of these studies can also be used in future research to further extend the study and
as a base to build upon.
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7
Conclusion
Software testing is a crucial part of the software development process that takes nearly
half of the time spent on projects. Many organizations have tried to reduce the time
and human power spent by automating the testing phase. However, performance regression testing, compared to functional regression testing, has not been the focal point
of academic attention and only few studies have been done in this area. The aim of
this study was to help filling this gap by identify the challenges regarding automation
of performance regression test analysis and suggest possible improvements for industrial applications. In order to achieve these goals, a case study has been conducted at
a telecommunication company at Sweden, 12 semi-structured interviews were held and
several other data collection methods were used to obtain data. The data then analysed
and turned into results. The main contributions of this thesis work are highlighting
the problems and suggesting solutions for the practice as well as providing an insight
on problems faced during performance regression test result analysis automation for the
research.
The results of this study indicate that these challenges can be listed under four
main groups; infrastructure at the company, understanding differences between involved
actors, tools used for the processes and data available to make analysis. To overcome
these challenges several improvements are suggested. These six suggestions are; stating
clear goals, centralizing the infrastructure, creating a testing map, improving the tools,
adding an intelligent component and making use of historical data as much as possible.
As the next step in the future, out of these six improvement suggestions two of them has
been selected as the core and a proposal has been created upon them. This proposal can
be used at the case company as future work to improve the current state of automation
of performance regression test analysis.
In conclusion, the challenges regarding performance regression test analysis automation have to be highlighted and studied in order to improve the current state of the
process.
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